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Introduction 
 
The Ebook “ Powerful Words that Sell ” is purely based on how to develop the skill of                  

Copywriting. If you can help someone by increasing the sale of their business or help yourself by                 

increasing the sale of your company, then you can be very successful in your career and can grow your                   

income exponentially. 

 

Copywriting is a million-dollar skill which everyone should have if he/she is interested in marketing,               

digital marketing, entrepreneurship, freelancing, blogging etc. It doesn’t matter how persuasive your            

digital marketing is, if you are not able to write an attention-grabbing copy, then you will no get the                   

desired result. 

 

So, this Ebook will guide you in your Copywriting journey which is the base of any business and it is the                     

most significant skill one can have. 

 

Love & Regards 

 

Vipul Chawla 

( Entrepreneur & LinkedIn Marketing Consultant ) 

consultwithvipul.com 
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Copywriting is the act of writing the text for the purpose of advertising/promotion or other forms of                 

marketing. The text called Copy is written content that aims to create Brand Awareness and eventually                

convince a person or a group of people to take a particular action. 

 

The traditional definition of copywriting is to write some text which depicts the main purpose of the                 

copywriter which is marketing, there we are trying to convince people to do what we want them to do. 

 

Copywriters help to create catalogues, brochures, sales letter, newspaper advertisements, taglines,           

scripts for television or radio commercials and other marketing communications. 

 

We should present a reason strong enough to convince the people that what we are going to provide                  

them ( physical product, digital product, freebies etc ) worth a lot more than what they give us ( money,                    

email, contact number etc )  
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In today’s modern world, copywriting can be used in other forms like : 

 

● Content in the video which is uploaded to social media marketing channels. 

● Text in YouTube thumbnails to attract more people so that they should watch the video at any                 

cost. 

● The caption of any post on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter or any other social media platform. It                

can also be used as a text on images which are uploaded to the desired platform. 

● Text in marketing banners on the E-commerce Website. 

● It can be used in Product Description as well. 

● Public Speaking. 

● Title of any Blog post. 

● Text in Digital Advertisements in google ads, facebook ads, instagram ads etc. 

 

Usually, there are two types of Copywriters: 

● One who is an employee of an advertising agency and they are working as a part of the creative                   

team in that company. The copywriter writes a copy for any campaign based on the information                

obtained from the client. Their salary is fixed and they can work on the projects which are under                  

that advertising agency only. 

● Some copywriters work with a variety of clients as freelancers and provide their services to               

increase the brand’s awareness or to increase the sale of any product. They can work from the                 

client’s office or from the comfort of their home. Their salary is not fixed, it primarily depends on                  

the experience they have and the number of clients who are working with them.   
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The main benefit of Copywriting is that it increases sales, eventually higher profits! 

Imagine you have 2 ways to increase the sale: 

Which one is the easy method? 

● Double the rate of traffic on your website/page 

● Double the conversion rate with a better copy 

Of course, the 2nd method is the easier one, that’s why you are reading this E-book so that you can write                     

a better copy. 

Where you can use Copywriting? 
● Email Marketing 

● Market research 

● Search Engine Optimisation 

● YouTube 

● Instagram 

● Facebook 

● Twitter 

● Pinterest 

● Google Plus 

● Bill Boards 

● Magazines 

● Pamphlets 
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So to understand that who is your targetted customer you must have a buyer persona in your mind or it                    

should be written in a piece of paper. 

What is Buyer Persona? 
A buyer persona is a semi-fictional representation of your ideal customer based on the market               

research that you should do before starting any business. It can also be created from the real data of your                    

existing customers. 

So a buyer persona is an image of some imaginary person that we have created in our mind that what is                     

their age, what are their interests, how they behave, where are they located and so on. 

This imaginary image can help us to understand the ideal customer’s problem and how our product can                 

be useful for them or how we can provide better service to them 

So this information can help us to write a better and effective copy. 

You cannot write an effective copy unless you know: 
● Who you are writing for 

● What are their needs 

● How that person thinks 

● What are their interests  
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Try to be specific and do not go after too general target. Try to go deep as much as you can that in which                        

area they are, what they need to accomplish, what are their problems, their interests, their behaviour etc.                 

Identifying your potential audience can also help if you want to create an advertisement on any social                 

media platform. 

 

So before you start, along with market research you should also make a research about your customer,                 

know more about them and find out what are their problems. This is a very very important step. 

 

If you have existing customers, you should ask about the feedbacks of the products that they have                 

purchased. This will surely help to increase the product quality and eventually writing a better copy                

which will showcase the enhanced feature of the particular product. 

 

Now let us take an example here. Suppose there is some imaginary person named John and we have to 

sell an Ebook which is about Digital Marketing. 

 

 

 

Name: John 

 

Age: 26 

 

Location: India 

 

Goal: He wants to enhance his business with the help of digital marketing. 

 

What is his/her problem: He is afraid of losing money while doing paid marketing and do not know 

where to start from and he is looking for a step by step authenticated or proven way. 

 

Platforms he/she can look for the solution: Google, Instagram, YouTube 
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Before starting anything, you must: 

 

“SET A GOAL” 

 

Your goal should be clear in your mind and you must have a clear Call to Action in your copy that what                      

do you want them to do and remember you should have a single goal so that it does not get much                     

complicated for the audience. 

 

If there are multiple goals in your copy then people will lose their interest to continue and they will not                    

get convinced. 

 

Some copywriters want people to do multiple actions at a time like: 

● Subscribe to the Email List 

● Like my Facebook Page 

● Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 

 

So this should not be the case, you should have only 1 Goal in your copy so that audience should have a                      

clear picture in their mind and this will help to increase the conversion rate. 
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A.I.D.A is a very important structure which is used in copywriting. 

So, A.I.D.A stands for: 

 

● A: Attention 

● I: Interest 

● D: Desire 

● A: Action 

 

● A: Grab the attention of the viewer with a magnetic headline. 

● I: Generate interest by showing some reward, gift or ay free stuff. 

● D: Promote the interest of the viewer from needing to want. 

● A: Lead the viewer to perform an action. 

So, this is the general structure of A.I.D.A. Many copywriters see it as a solution to the problem or it can                     

make miracles in the copy.  

Also, I want to say that knowing just the meaning of A.I.D.A will not help u much until and unless if you                      

don’t know how to grab attention, generate interest so on and so forth.  

How to accomplish these kinds of stuff and end up with an effective copy, we will learn in the upcoming                    

chapters. 

Majority of people think that the most important part of the copy is the headline. 
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“PEOPLE ARE WRONG” 

The real thing is that headline and body are both equally important if you want to receive a good result. 

We have to think that what is our primary goal, the goal here is not only to grab the attention of the                      

viewer through the headline but to convince them to perform a particular action after reading the body                 

of the copy. 

So we should have a magnetic headline along with a powerful body to accomplish our goal. If we fail in                    

any of them, we will not get the desired result. 
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In this lesson, we will talk about the list of useful words which are used for writing a powerful headline. 

I will recommend going through this list at least once before writing a copy. This will make your work                   

much easier and faster and you will end up with a successful copy. 

So, here is the list: 

Adjectives: 
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Nouns: 

 
 

Actions/Call-To-Actions: 
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Guide Definitions: 

 
 

Positive & Negative Words: 
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Basically, there are 6 types of Headline Formulas: 

Formula 1: 
Number + Adjective + Noun + Keyword + Reward 

 

Now here you can use those lists which are mentioned in the previous lesson. You can also use your own                    

words which are more suitable according to you, later you can add those words in the lists. 

 

Now the question comes that what do we mean by reward which is mentioned here. It is something                  

valuable and useful which you can give to your customer after the particular call to action is performed                  

by them. 

 

Example: 
1. 5 Amazing Tricks to gain Instagram Followers in 7 days. 

 

So here if you see carefully, 

● 5: Number 

● Amazing: Adjective 

● Tricks: Noun 

● Instagram followers: Keyword 

● 7 days: Reward 
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Now let us take another example related to this formula. 

 

2. 5 Big mistakes in Money Management that destroy life. 

 

In this example, we observe that: 

● 5: Number 

● Big: Adjective 

● Mistakes: Noun 

● Money management: Keyword 

● Destroy life: Kindly note this is not a reward, but if you see the whole example, the whole line is                    

working as a reward that if you do not read this 5 big mistakes, you can destroy your life. So, it is                      

very essential to have a look at it. 

 

Also, I want to add you can also use Google Trends to compare each keyword with each other that which                    

keyword works more effectively. 

Formula 2: 
How To + Action + Keyword + Reward 

Example: 
1. How to promote your company to achieve 10x growth. 

 

● How to: Same as in the formula 

● Promote: Action 

● Your company: Keyword 

● Achieve 10x growth: Reward 

 

Now let us take another example related to this formula. 

 

2. How to double your income in 1 month. 

 

● How to: Same as in the formula. 

● Double: Action. 

● Your income: Keyword 

● In 1 month: Reward 

Formula 3: 
Definition + guide to + Action + Keyword + Reward 
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Example: 
1. The beginner’s guide to prepare a job interview and get your 1st job. 

 

● The beginner’s: Definition 

● Guide to: Same as in the formula 

● Prepare a job interview: Keyword 

● Get your 1st job: Reward 

 

Now let us take another example related to this formula. 

 

2. The advanced guide to increase engagement on Instagram and get more followers. 

 

● The advanced: Definition 

● Guide to: Same as in the formula 

● Increase engagement on Instagram: Keyword 

● Get more followers: Reward 

Formula 4: 
  

Positive word + ( number ) Noun + Keyword + Reward/Detail 

 

Example: 
1. The best way to write a good caption for Facebook post. 

 

● The best: Positive word 

● Way: Noun, no need for a number here 

● Write a good caption: Keyword 

● Facebook Post: It is working as detail. The detail is something which you can say that it                 

is the feature of our product but a reward is something which the reader will get at the end                   

or we can say after using our product. 
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Now let us take another example related to this formula. 

 

2. The easiest 10 rules of Entrepreneurship all in 1 Ebook. 

 

● The easiest: Positive word 

● 10 rules: Here 10 is working as a number, rules as a noun 

● Entrepreneurship: Keyword 

● All in 1 Ebook: Here it is working both as a reward and detail because it is showing us the                    

feature of the Ebook, also those 10 easiest rules you can find in this 1 Ebook only, so it is                    

working as a reward also. 

Formula 5: 
Negative word + Action + Keyword + Call to action 

Example: 
1. Avoid making 5 common mistakes in business and try this method. 

 

● Avoid: Negative word 

● Making: Action 

● Common mistakes in business: Keyword 

● Try this method: Call to action 

 

Now let us take 1 more example related to this formula. 

 

2. Don’t think about money and start this business 

 

● Don’t: Negative word 

● Think: Action 

● Money: Keyword 

● Start this business: Call to action 

Formula 6: 
Call to action + Keyword + Reward 

Example: 
1. Perform these 5 steps in LinkedIn to attract more clients. 

 

● Perform these 5 steps: Call to action 

● LinkedIn: Keyword 

● Attract more clients: Reward 
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Now let us take one more example related to this formula. 

 

2. Get rid of these 5 habits to get more successful in your life. 

 

● Get rid of these 5 habits: Call to action 

● Successful in life: here it is working both as a keyword and a reward. 

 

So these were the 6 important formulas which are used to create a magnetic headline in the copy. It is                    

very important and should be considered before writing the headline of any copy. 

 

If you succeed to create a good and catchy headline then half of the work is done. Now we will                    

understand how to write a good body in the next lesson to be more victorious in your copy. 
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In this lesson, we will talk again about the A.I.D.A structure and how can we use it in the body of the                      

copy so that it could become more effective. 

 

So, as taught in lesson 5, A.I.D.A stands for: 

 

● A: Attention 

● I: Interest 

● D: Desire 

● A: Action 

 

Attention is the part of our headline and the other three ( interest, desire & action ) will be inside the                     

body of our copy. 

 

Usually, there are 9 sections in the body of the copy which is as follows: 

● Starter:  
The starter will depend on the subject of the copy. You will understand it more through the upcoming                  

example. 

● Explain the Concept: 
Here the concept should be explained in short, it will also depend on the subject or the product that we                    

are selling to our customers. 
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● Call to Action: 
It is used mostly for selling products. The 1st call to action button or link should be placed after the                    

starter and concept because some people will be convinced by these two steps only. 

 

They may not read the whole body and will click the call to action link and purchase the product. 

● Start with a Story: 
You should start with a story by showing a problem, it doesn’t matter that it is real or not real but if it is                        

real then it will be more ethical. 

 

Remember that the problem which you are describing here in the story must be mutual between your                 

story and your targetted audience. So, you should be aware of your potential customer otherwise you will                 

not get the desired result. 

● Solution: 
Now in this part, you will show that there is a solution to the problem which is mentioned above but                    

remember you will not tell the solution in this part. 

● How the Solution will work: 
In this part, you will explain how the solution worked for you and also for your customers. 

 

Here you can show some facts, numbers and testimonials to show that this particular solution actually                

worked for us and many people are benefitted through this product. 

● Reward: 
Here you will explain the solution or the secret product that you are providing to your customer. 

 

You will try to convince the customer that what they will get after using that solution or product and you                    

should also describe how valuable the solution is. 

● Main Goal + Call to Action: 
Now, in the end, you will tell about your main goal with a call to action button or link so that reader gets                       

converted into a customer. 

● Signature: 
Finally, you should have a signature in the last part of your email or post. It helps to make a better                     

connection with the reader. 
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Note: If you want to write an article or a blog post, you can simply skip the 1st three sections which are                      

mentioned above. You can start directly with the 4th section which is “Start with a Story” but if you want                    

to sell any product then you have to start from the 1st section as described. 

 

Now let us understand with the help of an example here. I have taken an example of an Ebook which is                     

about Digital Marketing tips and tricks. 

 

Hey ( name ), 

 

I hope you are doing well. I want to introduce to something which is very interesting. 

( Starter ) 

 

There is a great chance for you to increase the clients of your business with 10x speed. ( Concept ) 

 

Click here to grab the opportunity. ( 1st Call to action link ) 

 

When I started my 1st ECommerce business back in 2016, I failed after 4 months because I couldn’t find                   

my 1st 1000 customers. Most of the people have no idea why their business fail and they will start                   

learning in the other way which is really hard. 

 

I failed again and again until I learn Digital Marketing in a very detailed way. Then I came across very                    

significant Digital Marketing tips and tricks and then I realised that what are the secrets of digital                 

marketing. 

( This is the Story, show the problem ) 

 

You have 2 options: 

● Learn to do business in a hard way. 

● Learn to attract more and more visitors to your website/blog/page and later convert them into               

customers. ( Solution ) 

 

More than 5000 people already purchased this valuable Ebook and 85% of them are getting desired                

results in their business. ( Reward ) 

 

I don’t want to force you to improve your business and increase your sale but you should know this                   

opportunity won’t happen in life often. 

Click here to get this super valuable Ebook and grab this with a discounted price ( 2 days left ) ( Main                      

Goal + Call to action ) 

 

Regards 

Vipul Chawla ( Signature ) 
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Copywriting is a very important part of social media marketing or any other form of marketing. It is a                   

significant and proven way to attract more and more people, keep them hooked, later on, convince them                 

to become the customer. In this lesson, we will learn about some strategies about the same. 

 

Copywriting for social media is a little bit different from normal circumstances. In this lesson, we will                 

learn about 6 copywriting tips for social media. 

 

● Use active language and verbs like download, take, get which forces the reader to make an action. 

Example: Download this course at the best price from our website. 

 

● Content should be very simple. It is very useful for business to customer type of service. 

 

● The content should be very specific, the reader should not get confused while reading the posts. 

 

● Each content should have a proper call to action, you should tell your readers that what you want                  

them to do. If you are redirecting someone to another website then also the steps must be very                  

clear. 

 

● You should ask questions from your audience so that you can get an idea of what people need and                   

your posts must be very engaging so that people connect with you easily.  
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● You can use these 2 formulas for social media copywriting. 

○ P.A.S 

■ P: Problem 

■ A: Agitation ( make the problem much worse ) 

■ S: Solution 

● Example: You are using older methods of marketing | You can lose a huge              

amount of money | We have launched our new marketing course with the             

latest tips and tricks, click on this link. 

 

○ A.I.D.A 

■ A: Attention 

■ I: Interest 

■ D: Desire 

■ A: Action 

● Example: Hey, you got a mobile with a broken screen? | We will fix it for                

you | Enjoy free wifi while you are waiting | Call on this number. 
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One of the biggest mission in social media is to understand the audience and present them the content                  

or product that they wanted. We have to get in touch with them and have to take regular feedbacks so                    

that the trust of our customer for us advance 1 step ahead. 

 

Below are some instructions to know what you should talk about in social media platforms. 

 

● Try to figure out the requirements of our audience. 

● You should provide the product according to the needs of the people. Many businesses failed just                

because their product does not cope up with the expectation of the customers. 

● When you have delivered the required product, then wait for their response. 

● Pay attention to their feedback. 

● Not all feedback has some value but some of them are very valuable. You have to pay attention                  

according to it. 
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Do you know, LinkedIn is home to over 500 million professionals and decision makers. If you are                 

an B2B Entrepreneur, salesperson or freelancer & struglling to find your customers, they are waiting for                

you on LinkedIn. 

See, the biggest myth regarding LinkedIn is that most people think that LinkedIn is a free Business                 

Advertising platform, but the actual scene is very different from it. 

Remember this thing, LinkedIn is not a free business advertising platform. This platfrom is              

created to built strong professional relationships with the connections. If you are able to built strong and                 

trustworthy relationship with your target client, then you can grab tons of high paying B2B clients                

through LinkedIn. 

So how you can built strong professional relationship on this platform? This is accomplished by adding                

value, value and loads of value in your target client’s life.  

Don’t ever try to sell anything once you have just connected with someone who can be your potential                  

customer. 

For example, lets suppose your company provides SEO services, so you can audit your potential client’s                

website, tell them about some problems which should be improved in their website or some other things                 

related to SEO which you think should be improved. 

You can also prepare a negative report of their website which can benefit your potential client in long                  

run. Once the trust is build, then you can pitch them regarding your services. 
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Additionally, LinkedIn is platform through which you can grab qualified leads on autopilot which I               

normally get, almost everyday. See how amazing the platform is! 

This can be accomplished if and only if your LinkedIn profile is optimised, it is highly ranked on search                   

results, you are engaging well with your target audience, you are using appropriate keywords in your                

headline and there are various other things which needs to be taken care of. This will if turn your                   

LinkedIn profile into 24*7 Lead Generation Tool. 

I am helping B2B Entrepreneurs from India and abroad to build their authority on LinkedIn and find                 

them a Guranteed Source of Quality B2B Leads at their fingertips through my Private 1 To 1 LinkedIn                  

Consulting sessions. Along with this, I also advise them on how  to close their sales effectively. 

If your business is garnished with Quality B2B Leads from ideal clients on autopilot, it would                

change your business or not? 

If your answer is Yes, then you can visit my website consultwithvipul.com to book your private 1 To 1                   

session with me to position yourself as an authority or expert in your industry and increase the                 

likelihood of being found by Sales Ready buyers. 

Also I want to tell you that LinkedIn 2020 is like Facebook 2012, So ACT FAST, before this time is                    

gone! 

So, now we have reached the end of this Ebook. I hope you have liked this valuable content. For any                    

suggestions or feedback, shoot a mail to vipul@consultwithvipul.com 

Thank You for reading! 
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